Abstract. The offshore support vessel (OSV) can significantly accelerate the development process of offshore oil resource by providing a variety of professional services. But the crew still expose some issues on competency certificate, which will affect the normal operation of the vessel. Through analyzing the causes of these issues by studying collected data and relevant conventions, this paper proposes to change the level of the navigation area and amend the standard of deck department seafarers' competency level in order to solve the competency issues.
The level of navigation area dropped
The OSV in China is mainly involved in the coastal waters. So even though the design and construction of the OSV meet the requirements of CCS about the world-wide ship, China's OSV often chooses the coastal navigation area when applied the classification of ship, so as the "Certificate of Nationality of Ship" and "Minimum Safe Manning Certificate". Only when the OSV needs to perform overseas assignment, then apply for a temporary minimum safe manning certificate in unrestricted navigation area.
However after the new crew management system was put into operation in 2013, the system judges the OSV is the vessel operating in the coastal waters according to the navigation area level of the "Certificate of Nationality of Ship" and "Minimum Safe Manning Certificate", which makes the crew on OSV unable to maintain or apply for the unrestricted navigation area competency certificate. All of these lead a decline in the navigation area level of crew competency certificate.
The deck department seafarers unable to hold the first-class certificate
After the new crew management system put into operation, the OSV is no longer regarded as tug. This means the system automatically chooses the gross tonnage instead of the main propulsion power of the vessel as the judgment standard of the competency level of the deck department seafarers. According to 11 Rule Chapter II Article VII, the competency certificate level of the captain and pilot services on the general cargo ship is determined by the gross tonnage of the ship whether more than 3000 ton [3] . However, due to the special functional requirements of OSV, it's usually has a large power but small gross tonnage, which is usually less than 3000 ton. Therefore the deck department seafarers are unable to maintain or apply for the first-class competency certificate.
The Effects of Competency Certificate Issues Of Crew

Unable to perform unrestricted waters assignments
Because the navigation area level of the crew competency certificate delinks, the offshore service companies do not have enough high level deck department seafarers to perform overseas assignments for failing to meet the mandatory requirements of the minimum manning of ship. Even if a small number of seafarers still hold the unrestricted navigation certificate are not satisfied for hold the second-class certificate. However, with the enhancement of the oil exploitation ability of China's oil service company, those companies have extended market in other countries or regions shown as table below. Once the OSVs unable to perform overseas assignments, huge economic losses will be caused, subsequently, the development of the offshore industry will also be affect. 
Led a decline in the crew operating ability and incidents
There will be a large number of seafarers need to improve their competency certificate in the next two years. According to the table.3, the crew of OSV in China mostly hold the first-class certificate of unrestricted navigation area. Unable to maintain or apply for high-level competency certificate will not only suppress the enthusiasm of crew, but also fail to attract high-level maritime change the level of navigation area of OSV can prevent the decline of the level of competency certificate. The specific process as shown in the figure below.
Cancel the classification Reclassification Reapply the "Certificate of Nationality of Ship"
Reapply the "Minimum Safe Manning Certificate" FIGURE. 1 The process of change the level of navigation area of ship Firstly, apply to the CCS for cancelling the classification of the OSV, then apply to the reclassification, submitting the documents according to the requirements of CCS about the world-wide ships. Thirdly, reapply to the unrestricted waters Certificate of Nationality of Ship and the Minimum Safe Manning Certificate of Ship to meet the requirements of the new crew management system [5] . This will make the crew continue to hold the competency certificate in unrestricted navigation areas. Therefore
Amend the judgment standard of deck department seafarers' competency level
According to the requirements of 11 Rule, the "Tug" is special ship, the criteria to judge the competency certificate level of deck department seafarers on it is the main propulsion power l, while the seafarers of general cargo ship on the basis of gross tonnage. The OSV such as AHTS requires towing capability to towing the platform or other offshore installation when necessary, which means OSVs have to meet the special requirements of "Rules for Classification of Sea-going Steel Ships" on tug. And according to the requirements of its regulations about type notations, if the OSC's towing function can fully comply with the Chapter 10 of Part Two, the notation "Tug" can be attached to it .. Therefore we should firstly figure out whether the OSV has a "Tug" notation when judge the level of competency certificate of deck department seafarers. If the ship has the "Tug" notation, then judges the level of competency is determined by the main propulsion power. Otherwise the gross tonnage maybe taken into consideration. The process is shown as Figure. 2.
FIGURE. 2
The judgment process of the competency certificate level for deck department seafarers.
